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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 The writer did her internship from  January to  February in DJ 

FM Radio Surabaya. DJ FM Radio Surabaya was located at Jalan Citandui 

Number 12-14 Surabaya. The writer chose the radio to have an internship because 

she was interested in broadcasting media having programs in English. Then, the 

writer decided to apply for an internship at DJ FM radio to implement her English 

skill during the internship.

 The writer worked under the Creative Announcer Division. A creative 

announcer is responsible for planning, branding, and reporting the programs. The 

writer worked eight hours per day starting from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. While doing her 

internship, the writer had some duties such as translating YouTube contents and 

adlibs, making news contents, and reporting some events. 

 After finishing her internship for four weeks, the writer got some 

experiences and values. First, the writer learned how to translate in some different 

segmentations so that it made her understand and choose the best words to 

produce a good translation. Second, the writer understood more about the

implementation of translation methods which she had learned in her subject. 

Third, the writer also learned to make interesting contents in the creative company 

like radio, such as making unique news, making scripts for Dengerin Kisah and 

Keelie 101. Keelie 101 is a special segmentation which is conveyed in English so 
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the writer had to make good writings in English. Fourth,  the writer could know 

the marketing way to sell the service products of company especially in 

broadcasting world. The writer also experienced on reporting some events such as 

the movie premiere of London love Story 2 and Chocolate Chance, the charity 

dinner, and the program of Never Ending War Against Cancer. Last, the writer

learned how to communicate with people with good ethics and attitude.

Accordingly, the writer got many valuable experiences while doing her internship.

 Doing her internship for a month, the writer had a criticism to the 

supervisor of DJ FM Surabaya.  The supervisor gave less supervision and 

guidance to the writer. It really mattered because the writer had less experience in 

working environment . She was demanded to be a multitasking person and could 

work under pressure with the tight deadline. The writer suggested that the

supervisor of DJ FM Radio Surabaya to empower and develop the competence of 

the internship students in order to make them improve their skills and knowledge 

based on their major. Another criticism is to create a working environment which 

encourages a good relation between the internship students and the internal 

management of DJ FM.

Despite the shortcomings, overall the writer argues that DJ FM Radio 

Surabaya is a suitable place to have an internship for English Diploma major. She 

suggests her junior to apply for their internship at DJ FM Surabaya. By having 

internship in DJ FM Radio Surabaya, the writer can apply and implement the 

theories from the subjects in English Diploma major and finally gain a lot of 

experiences. 
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